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The three shows on view at Bruno David are definitely worth a look.

Elaine Blatt: Natural Phenomena are medium format photographs of stunning
rock formations in Antelope Canyon, Arizona and Bryce Canyon, Utah, plus
images of the aurora borealis in Iceland, which are truly otherworldly. It's the
Antelope Canyon pictures (an example of which is at right) that will stay with
you though. The red ribbons of rock that soar and double back unexpectedly
look positively liquid.
They segue nicely into Jill Downen's Hybrida Drawings on view in the Project
Room. These are small works made by pouring liquid plaster onto paper. The
dried white forms sag and swell and pool up in response to invisible forms and
undergirding. Anyone familiar with Downen's larger sculptural work will
recognize her interests in these drawings, particularly her fascination with the
intersections of built and organic structure.
In the front room, Canadian multimedia artist Wyn Geleynse shows off some
delightful -- and affordable! -- paper pieces under the title Kit 1: Collected Books (Some Assembly
Required). Each piece is a small accordion-style fold-out showing the covers of books the artist has read.
It's easy to get caught up in the individual book covers, especially the classic cover of Susan Sontag's "On
Photography," the dynamic graphics on Henry Miller's "Tropic of Capricorn," and the nostalgic arrangement
of Washington Irving's "The Sketch Book," complete with its $1.50 price scrawled across the cover. But
taken together, the book covers form a wonderful miniature sculpture that would look gr eat on a bookshelf.
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